Star Wars
Part 2 Camp Spotlight

July 29-August 2, 2019
1:00-4:30 PM, $41 per day
Make it a full day for $82 by adding
a morning camp!

One week of Star Wars just isn’t enough! This week will include the best
from week 1 and have new and innovative activities as well! It takes a lot
of work to become a Jedi – creativity, intuition, and lots of acrobatics!
May the force be with you, young padawan.
Monday - Follow the Force. Discover the way to the good side!
We will be following clues to find our comrades and save them
before the Death Star is activated, and of course work on our Jedi
acrobatics on the way.
Tuesday - Lightsabers! One can never have too many
lightsabers…Every Jedi will make a lightsaber to take home!
We will begin the day making our lightsabers that we will use
throughout the day. Jedi will use their lightsaber to knock down
Empire buildings (foam towers,) and keep Rebel ships in the air.
Wednesday - Pod-Racing. Our Padawan (young Jedi-intraining) can be wearing their robes as they try to complete Jedi
circuits and improve their sense of bravery and balance. Podracing is also a favorite Padawan activity and we will be making
our own pod-racers and trying to make it around the track.
Thursday - Spaceships & Droids! It isn’t Star Wars without
plenty of spaceships and droids! We will be building ships out of
mats, and working to cross the green galaxy without falling off our
ships! We will make fighter planes and send them soaring from
great heights! Each camper will make a TIE fighter to take home.
Friday - Time for Battle. Time for the official battle day - Jedi
versus Sith! Lots of games with a Star Wars twist! Our coaches
will be embracing the dark side and our campers will need to work
together to defeat the Sith once and for all!
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